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Introdution� Designing mixed-initiative systems{ intelligent system and human user working together on a problem{ both parties able to ontribute to deision-making� Deisions about whether to interat with potentially helpful users� One essential element of this design: modeling the probability that a partiular userwill have the knowledge required to answer a partiular question� Using inreasingly spei� user models as the system gains familiarity with eah user



User modeling� User model: system's internal representation of a user's knowledge, abilities, prefer-enes, goals, et.� Allows the system to adapt its behaviour in a way that is appropriate for eah user� The user model is a ruial omponent of my model for reasoning about interationwith users.� Primarily interested in modeling{ users' knowledge about the domain{ users' willingness to interat with the system



Modeling user knowledge� Taking into aount information about{ the spei� user's knowledge{ the knowledge expeted of users in the same stereotype{ the general knowledge expeted of all usersand the probability of getting an answer to{ the spei� question being onsidered{ a partiular lass of questions{ any question in the domain� Combining all of the above to determine a single value (PUK) representing the proba-bility of the user being able to answer a partiular question� Weighted aording to the amount of experiene the system has with partiular usersand topis



User vetors� For eah user, onstrut a 1� (m+ n+ 1) vetor u.{ �rst m entries identify the user as one of the m users about whom the system hasa pro�le{ next n entries lassify the user into one or more of the n stereotypes of whih thesystem is aware� Example below:{ The user is the seond of four known users.{ There are three stereotypes; the user is primarily identi�ed as belonging to the�rst stereotype, but has some properties of the third as well.{ The �nal entry of this vetor is always 1 and indiates that the user is a memberof the lass of \all users" of the system.� 0 1 0 0 j 0:9 0 0:1 j 1 �



User vetors� Also, for eah user, onstrut a seond 1� (m+ n+ 1) vetor uw.� Stores weights to indiate how muh impat eah type of user-knowledge informationshould have in omputing PUK.� Initially: low weight on user-spei� information, high weight on stereotypial infor-mation and knowledge expeted of any user� 0 0 0 0 j 0:8 0:8 0:8 j 0:2 �� Weights in this vetor updated as system observes knowledge of spei� users� Weight of ontribution from user-spei� information inreases gradually until it even-tually overwhelms other weights



Topi vetors� For eah possible topi or question, onstrut two (i + j + 1) � 1 vetors t and tw.These are analogous to the user vetors desribed earlier.� In the �rst vetor t:{ �rst i entries uniquely identify the question{ next j entries lassify it into one or more lasses of questions{ �nal entry always 1� Example below: topi vetor for the third of �ve questions, lassi�ed as belonging tothe seond of two lasses of questions or topi areas.� 0 0 1 0 0 j 0 1 j 1 �T

� Seond vetor tw indiates desired weights on spei� questions, general topi areas,and domain as a whole



PK matrix� Large (m+ n+ 1)� (i+ j + 1) matrix PK storing probability values{ Rows: users and user stereotypes{ Columns: questions and topi areas.� Example below: bold entries indiate that the �rst user has a probability of 0.8 of be-ing able to answer the �rst question, and that users belonging to the third stereotypehave a probability of 0.7 of answering questions in the seond topi area.0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB�
0:8 0:6 0:5 0:2 0:0 j 0:7 0:3 j 0:70:7 0:6 0:7 0:2 0:0 j 0:7 0:3 j 0:60:7 0:6 0:7 0:2 0:0 j 0:6 0:3 j 0:50:7 0:6 0:7 0:2 0:0 j 0:6 0:3 j 0:6������������������0:7 0:6 0:7 0:2 0:0 j 0:8 0:5 j 0:60:8 0:7 0:8 0:2 0:0 j 0:6 0:6 j 0:70:9 0:8 0:9 0:2 0:0 j 0:4 0:7 j 0:6������������������0:8 0:7 0:8 0:2 0:0 j 0:6 0:6 j 0:6
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA



Calulating PUK� Matrix multipliation to determine a single PUK value, based on a weighted ombina-tion of the above information.� Multiply u by uw element-wise, to yield a new vetor uwtd� Multiply t by tw element-wise, to yield a new vetor twtd� Matrix multipliation to obtain PUK = uwtd PK twtd.� In pratie, when the vetors and matries are very large, it makes sense to performthese multipliations not with the entire matries, but by seleting only the rows andolumns that are relevant to the urrent user and the urrent question.



Probabilities and weights� Atual probabilities of di�erent users being able to answer di�erent questions andweights on the various omponents of the model also maintained through the use of aset of matries� Nask: traks how many times eah question (or type of question) has been asked of auser� Nans, traks how many times the user has atually provided an answer to eah question.� The values in these matries are used to ompute the individual values stored in thematrix PK.



Final omments� Allowing systems to adapt gradually from very general models about expeted userknowledge to user-spei� models� Speed at whih this adjustment ours is under the ontrol of the system designer� Similar model ould be used to weigh the ontributions of many di�erent users/agentsin multiple-partiipant deision-making situations� Addresses two general onerns in user modeling:{ how to initialize values in user models{ how to adjust these models over time


